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Garnero machines can be seen throughout Italy and Europe

SUPERIOR QUALITY MACHINES
AND SUPPORT
Better performance and better operative functions, a complete
rangeand unlimited customised solutions, hundreds of optional
extras: theseare the exclusive features of products from
Garnero, a designer andmanufacturer of the most effective
snow ploughs for over ninety years.

Our company has been awarded ISO 9001:2000 certification
for Quality Assurance Control. We use the most innovative
manufacturing technologies, and our designers and staff are
all highly qualified.  We create equipment, which allows our
Customers to successfully face and resolve any snow prob
lems, even under prohibitive working conditions.

Our customer support will also meet your highest expectations.

� FLEXIBILITY. We can adapt our equipment to all your
needs, we can develop projects with you and carry out any
modification and customised solution, all with short lead
times. We provide our know-how, acquired from years of
passion and success, to give maximum support to our
clientele.

� TESTS. The task of our testing department is to assess
suitability and any modifications to the vehicle, followed by
practical testing. Certification takes place directly on-site.
The department also checks the various stages until the
registration log book has been issued. Tests are also held
for any special requirements at the M.C.T.C [Department of
Public and Private Transport] and by the C.P.A. [Vehicle
Testing Centre].

� WAREHOUSE. Spare parts are always ready and available
at any time of the year.

� VEHICLE APPLICATION. This is carried out directly in our
workshop or at our authorised, trustworthy workshops, which
have been suitably trained and kept up-to-date. The equipment
is fitted on the vehicle using first-rate,resistant materials,
without altering the aesthetic appeal and operativeness of
the vehicle. It also leaves space for ordinary maintenance
operations.

� CUSTOMER SERVICE. Our customer service staff are
always available during the winter period, even on Sundays
and bank holidays, ready to take direct action or refer you
to our authorised workshops.

� HIRE. Garnero Hire Service allows you to hire snow ploughs
for the period you require, knowing you will be using new
products, which may be customised, and that you will be
able to return them, once the seasonal emergency situation
has passed, without having to face further investments.

� DISTRIBUTORS. Our distributor network throughout the
country guarantees cheaper mounting of the equipment and
a quicker response time for customer service.



QUALITY

Tested and certified, high-tensile materials, reinforcement of maximum
stress points, sturdy, linear welding, cold work steel, two-ply hydraulic
hoses for high pressures, hermetically sealed electrical system with
easy access for maintenance, Led side marker lights, lubrication points
for every articulated joint, cylinders with self-lubricating bushings and
shafts to resist 200 working hours in saline fog, synthetic stop bumpers,
standard shock absorber valve which can be calibrated, shot-blasted
and oven-glazed, rust-proof base, polyurethane top coat:  but a few
simple points to outline the concept of quality which has always inspired
our company.

DESIGNED TO ANTICIPATE AND

RESOLVE THE PROBLEM OF FROZEN
SNOW

The entire frame of the snow plough has been designed to anticipate
and resolve the problem of frozen snow between moving parts, and to
ensure the operator maximum safety and noise reduction even at high
speeds. A rigorous, final programme of tests guarantees the product is
totally adequate to face the hardest of working conditions with lasting
success.

AUTOMATIC RAPID COUPLING

The patented Garnero automatic, rapid coupling for tractors and lorries,
consisting of a female plate fastened to the vehicle and a male plate on
the equipment is quick and easy to insert using a single lever control.
All the moving pieces for guided swivelling are made of special steel,
making the hitch extremely robust.
The Garnero workshop has developed an advanced mechanical system
to apply rubber supports, which allow a 70 mm float, vertical rise and
a lateral swivel of approximately 12° to ensure the equipment remains
level when it is raised. The mechanism can be disassembled. The quick-
lock coupling to the equipment mount enables the snow plough to be
quickly adapted to another service vehicle.

SCRAPER BLADE EDGES

The scraper blade edges, available in hard-wearing steel, rubber or
neoprene, are easy and quick to replace.
Our continual technical research into materials has led us to use high
yield hardened steels with sufficient elasticity to be shock-proof, making
them more hard-wearing and still able to offer work safety.



MORE ROBUST, MORE EFFICIENT

The linear design of the hydraulic, swivel snow plough

blade is a robust and efficient piece of equipment.

The sturdy, precisely built skeleton to reinforce the blade

is hinged for full-tip on a steel pipe, to allow the shock

and subsequent reaction to be evenly distributed. It can

also resist strong blows without deforming to give greater

protection to both the equipment and the operator.

The shock-resistant system with elastometers is a

special mechanism, which eliminates the defects of

steel springs at low temperatures, reduces noise level

and maintains the mechanical features unaltered up to

minus 60°C and with 60% retraction. It consists of a

series of urethane bushings, which telescope to prevent

the blade from overturning and then return to their

original position once the obstacle has been overcome.

This feature of our blades was first patented in 1985,

and we have since developed and perfected it to provide

the cutting-edge solution you see today.

The clearing width and blade height can be customised.

Snow Plough BladesSnow Plough Blades



The possibility of varying the angle of the snow plough blade to the ground always provides ideal conditions in
different stages of work. � 1. Full forwards: to keep soft snow low and discharge further away, if no high banks are
present.
� 2. Halfway: for work under normal conditions. Scraper blade edge perpendicular to the ground: to penetrate and
scrape icy surfaces better. � 3. Full back: to discharge snow higher in the event of double guard-rails or high banks.
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THE BLADE WITH ADJUSTABLE ANGLE AND AN
INNOVATIVE, INDEPENDENT SHOCK-RESISTANT SYSTEM

GARNERO PATENT
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SNOW PLOUGH BLADES - TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS
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ALWAYS MAKING YOUR WORK EAS
IER WITH EXCELLENT RESULTS

The new, patented system for adjustable tilt angle allows you to
adjust the clearance angle of the blade, in order to adapt it to
different work situations: to maintain a lower level of soft snow,
to clean icy surfaces better, to discharge heavy snow more
efficiently, etc. You may also request different clearance angles
(e.g. the run can be moved 50% further forward and 50% back
wards, or 20% forwards and 80% backwards, etc.) according to
your needs.
In addition, the system provides a greater full-tip angle to be able
to overcome an obstacle, thanks to the additional closure (ab
sorbed by the nitrogen accumulator) of the tilt cylinders.

AN INNOVATIVE SYSTEM

The innovative mechanism to adjust blade clearance above
ground level does not replace the shock-absorber system. On
the contrary they work together.
This gives significant benefits: in critical situations, the robust
cylinder, on which the hydraulic tilt works, acts as a shock
absorber. It is not subjected to the full blow as the buffers absorb
most of it. In the event of an impact, where the buffer is completely
compressed, the cylinder absorbs the blow by retracting. This
protects the stem and does not put any stress on the ring nut.

Special structure: it excludes
every negative impact by hard-
packed snow between moving
parts.

Large, interchangeable, anti-wear
and tear, steel scraper blades

three pin quick hitch plate

GARNERO PATENT

Shock-proof synthetic buffer

Blade with adjustable t i l t :
revolutionary mechanism which
adjusts the angle of the blade to
the ground, but does not replace
the shock-proof system.

GARNERO PATENT

Full-tip device with
elastometers resistant at low
temperatures

GARNERO PATENT



EFFICIENT

The vee snow plough offers high shock resistance and
does not buckle on impact. The quick hitch coupling
uses extremely thick, manually or hydraulically (optional)
adjustable arms with easy-to grease joints to adjust
nose impact and adapt the snow plough to different
road surfaces.

ADJUSTABLE RAM

To simplify operations on either rough or paved roads,
we can equip our vee plough with an adjustable ram
fitted with a handle to lift the nose from above in order
to avoid damage to road surfaces.

NO ACCUMULATED FROZEN
SNOW

The special structure of the Garnero snowplough will
not allow frozen snow to lodge between the coupling
and moving parts and will prevent ice forming between
them.

CUSTOMIZATIONS

We can adjust the size of your Garnero vee snow
plough and customise it with optional accessories,
such as the lift cylinders, snow deflectors, side buffers,
extensions, and the central hydraulic ram, etc.

COMPLETE RANGE

Our vee ploughs range from the most compact for
private use (250 kg) up to the heavyweights, weighing
over 2000 kg, with clearing widths of 3,700 mm and
a working height of 2,200 mm.

TOTAL SAFETY WITH OUR
SHOCK RESISTANT SYSTEMS

The operator�s safety is guaranteed by the maximum
pressure valve, which drains excess oil from the tank
and enables the tip to close on impact. The nitrogen
accumulator also enables the wing to close on impact
and then automatically repositions it immediately
afterwards.

Vee Snow PlugVee Snow Plug



Swivel cylinders

High level elastic
steel frame

Anti-wear and tear buffers

Compact, mechanical,
floating swivel coupling

Shock-proof nitrogen
accumulator

Large
interchangeable

scraper blade edge

Adjustable central ram
controlled from above
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VU 300 P
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850
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1150

1700

Model Weight without
couplings

Scraper blade edge
overall dimensions

MAXIMUM standard
mm.

Scraper blade edge
overall dimensions
MINIMUM standard

mm.kg

VEE SNOW PLOUGH - TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

2000
1600

central 650
lateral 870

central 750
lateral 1070

central 850
lateral 1150

central 850
lateral 1170

central 930
lateral 1270

central 950
lateral 1430

central 1120
lateral 1800

2400
2000

2500
2300

2600
2300

2800
2400

3000
2800

3250
3000



Garnero s.a.s. - Via Don Minzoni, 6 - 12011 Borgo S. Dalmazzo

(CN) - Italy

Tel. + 39 0171 266 368 - Fax + 39 0171 268 620

www.cavallinoservice.it

... Hard-packed snow, ice,
uneven surfaces,

prohibitive conditions...

This is where
the GARNERO snow ploughs

make the difference.

The strength behind Garnero
superior

Quality and Technology is
unleashed...

and your work just gets easier,
quicker, better.


